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Abstract--The paper describes general features and analyses a number of examples ofvarious categories 
of colored and generalized symmetries u ed in visual arts. After a thorough discussion ofthe problems 
of symmetry analysis and construction f dichroic and colored patterns, examples ofSouth American, 
Mexican, Egyptian, Celtic, New Guinean, Australian Aboriginal and Moorish, as well as 20th century 
ornamental art are analysed. It is shown that with the exception ofthe modern creations by Hinterreiter 
and Escher, colored symmetry has been used much less than dichroic symmetry and has remained largely 
limited to unidirectional color modulation funcolored ororiginally dichroic patterns. 
From among the categories ofgeneralized symmetry, similarity, affine- and perspective-projective 
transformations arediscussed and illustrated as well as catamorphy and the plane groups in non-Euclidean 
planes. Finally, the notions of submotif, submesh, supermesh, twinning, pseudosymmetry, noncom- 
mensurability of patterns, positional nd "occupational" order~lisorder phenomena, local high sym- 
metry, dissymmetry, enhancement of symmetry, dichotomy, modulation, antiphase boundaries and the 
hierarchy and superposition f symmetries are applied to the world of visual arts. 
INTRODUCTION 
Symmetrological nalysis of art belongs to the realm of formal analysis of art. Nevertheless, 
it is capable of making a number of profound observations about artistic personalities, chools 
or styles, or about the subject of art itself. Symmetry coexists in art with other formal aspects: 
the overall design, geometric elements and their interconnection, tonal and coloring schemes. 
It interacts with all of them and it has to be defined for each of these levels. 
Together with all these aspects, symmetry can describe in fairly exact terms the canons or 
preferences exhibited in the visual (primarily ornamental) art created by a given person or 
school. Their nature and their changes, or succession in time, appear to this author to reflect 
very explicitly the basic features of all human thoughts and creativity either in an individual or 
in entire groups/schools: observation and abstraction, reproduction (copying) and invention 
(creativity, originality), fashions (schools) in their progressive development and refinement, 
subsequent mannerism and, finally, breakdown at saturation. In this development, progressive 
or abrupt succession of opposites takes place: symmetry versus asymmetry or dissymmetry, 
functionalism versus formalism, simplicity and general geometric larity versus mannerism and 
richness of ornamentation. 
The clarity of symmetrological definitions is advantageous when compared to many other 
fields of analysis of visual art. However, the richness of approaches chosen by visual artists 
parallels in all respects the richness of mathematical nd scientific apparatus developed to 
describe the symmetry phenomena. It is the purpose of the present contribution to illustrate this 
broad spectrum of types of symmetry and to go beyond the usual application of band and plane 
symmetry groups to ornamental art. It is oriented toward the general public (i.e. primarily 
nonmathematicians and noncrystallographers) and an attempt has been made to refrain from the 
usage of too many specialized expressions and symbols; the definitions were adjusted to this 
level as well. 
Many of the more complicated fields of symmetry are in development and several points 
of view as well as several systems of notation exist. I have adhered to the simpler ones here 
and I hope for the understanding of colleagues whose approaches might be more complete but 
also more complicated. References to the symmetrology of art grow at an accelerated rate; they 
are thinly spread over a range of scientific journals. Consequently, I have to apologize for 
possibly having omitted a number of them. 
SOME FUNDAMENTAL REMARKS 
It is beyond the scope of this paper to explain the basic grammar of art symmetrology-- 
the symmetry operations, respective operators (i.e. symmetry elements) and their contradiction- 
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free combinations, and symmetry groups in Euclidean space. The same holds for the definition 
of basic translation vectors and the choice of unit mesh. We shall only point out some (often 
omitted or overlooked) problems which ought to be taken i to consideration during the sym- 
metrological nalysis. For the explanation of basic notions the reader is referred to the books 
by Shubnikov and Koptsik[l], Smith[2], Buerger[3] and the papers by Schattschneider[4] and 
Donnay and Donnay[5]. 
One of the important questions to be understood in the process of symmetrological analysis 
of a pattern is the spatial relation of its individual elements to the elements of symmetry. The 
elements (topological discs) of the pattern can either be positioned outside the symmetry op- 
erators, i.e. their local symmetry is 1 (total asymmetry; these are so-called general positions), 
or on a symmetry operator, or on an intersection of several symmetry operators (the so-called 
special positions). Such elements ought o display the local symmetry in their shape and also 
in their coloring, as described in the following chapters. The placing of asymmetric elements 
(discs) on symmetry operators reduces the total symmetry; the placing of highly symmetric 
objects into positions with lower or low local symmetry in the symmetry group leads to the 
local enhancement of symmetry and, as described below, potentially also to order-disorder 
phenomena. Finally, a large number of man-made patterns contain only elements in special 
positions, those in general positions being reduced to mere field boundaries. 
It is at this point that the unity of the entire pattern should be stressed, both for the 
uninitiated beholder and the symmetrologist. Except for the patterns with discrete lements 
(topological discs of any possible shape) placed over a neutral, featureless background, all 
patterns represent a combination of linear segments, lines, areas, angles, polygons, and colors, 
as well as "objects with meaning," which will be alternatively selected and suppressed in the 
process of pattern recognition. The human mind progresses from the simple, obvious elements 
of the pattern to the more intricate and subdued ones; good ornamental rt must contain both 
of these categories. Therefore such a pattern cannot be classified solely on the basis of its 
segments, oronly of its polygons--its entire complexity ought o be grasped by the classification. 
The influence of material on the resulting symmetry of the pattern should be emphasized. 
For example, although Islamic art is known for its profusion of hexagonal, trigonal and tetragonal 
patterns, it is practically only the tetragonal (and lower-symmetry) patterns which can be found 
in the extensive family of Islamic patterns obtained by combining together unmodified building 
bricks. It was the basic techniques of brick laying, basketry and weaving (with auxiliary 
techniques like knitting) that taught people two-dimensional symmetry. The simplest examples 
are given in Figs. 1-3. The two-sidedness of many of the patterns, which appears later in the 
interlaced esigns of Islamic, Celtic, Viking, and other artists, is obvious. 
In performing the symmetrological analysis, we hould stay on the same level of accuracy 
on which the creator f the pattern worked. The free-hand creations by a Papuan or Pueblo 
artist must be abstracted from numerous geometrical deviations, quite unlike the creations of 
Renaissance or constructivist artists who worked according to the rules of geometry and with 
proper drawing aids. It certainly brings a certain subjectiveness into the process; we should not 
shun away from it because such a degree of abstraction from imperfections of certain degrees 
and kinds underlies the entire practice of natural sciences wherefrom the science of symmetry 
originated. However, we must try (1) to perceive the level of the artist's accuracy, (2) to 
understand, and not to exceed, the space in which he or she worked, and (3) to define possible 
ambiguities in our conclusions which stem from (I) and (2). Only in this way we can avoid 
the sterility which will inevitably arise by a strict, very exact and inflexible application of the 
abstract categories of the science of symmetry. 
THE CATEGORY OF COLOR 
By now the notion of plane group symmetry is becoming accepted in artistic and art- 
historian's circles (e.g. Gombrich[6]. At least wo geometrical rtists, Hinterreiter[7] and Escher 
(MacGillavry[8]) worked out their own versions of this theory, albeit incomplete. Escher's 
contacts with mathematicians (Coxeter) and crystallographers (MacGillavry) enabled him to 
complete his collection of plane group patterns and embark on other types of symmetry as well. 
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Fig. 2. Basic knitting patterns: the "stocking stitch" 
Fig. 1. Layer symmetry groups for the products ofsome from both sides (layer group pbm2) and the garter stitch 
basic basketry techniques. Leftmost column, plain plait- (pbma). 
ing (p4/nbm), twill plaiting (pban) and wicker plaiting 
(cmma); rightmost column, plain twine (p222), one-rod 
coiling (p22~2) and three-rod stacked coiling (c222). 
Adapted with changes from various ources. The one- 
sided patterns produced in these cases are p4gm, pgg, 
cram, p2, -cram, -cram in the above order. When 
black weft and white warps are used in the first two 
cases, the dichroic one-sided patterns are p4'g'm and 
pg'g' (both are also used as basic weaving techniques). 
However, both of these artists, together with a number of their predecessors back to 
Neolithic times of the Middle East and of the Americas, realized that two or more symmetrically 
fully equivalent elements (i.e. topological discs) of the motif can be assigned two (or more) 
nongeometrical properties, in these cases usually colors, in order to produce new, artistically 
more expressive patterns. The duality of black (resp. dark) and white (often only light, buff or 
off-white) already had been recognized by Neolithic artisans and has been used in pottery, 
mosaics, painting, clothes, wood carving and plaster, as well as in projecting or recessed 
brickwork and stone masonry until the present (Figs. 4-10). It should be stressed that a great 
number of designs painted in black and white use the two colors for symmetrically distinct 
positions (parts, elements, discs). Although these patterns are often ingenious and beautiful 
(Figs. 8-10), they do not really represent color symmetry and belong to the category of simple, 
"uncolored" plane groups. 
In contrast o the relative abundance of dichroic patterns, it appears that only exceptional 
human minds perceived the beauty of color symmetry in polychromatic patterns, other than the 
simple sequences of n colors along one direction or similarly simple block designs. Ornaments 
with three-, four- and six-colored rotation axes and other color-changing symmetry elements 
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Fig. 3. Selected examples of masonry with e one-sided plane Fig. 4. A checkerboard Roman floor mosaic 
groups. Top row, pmm and cmm; bottom row, ping and cmm. at Fishbourne, S.England (end of 1st century 
A.D.). The dichroic plane group is pc,4mm. 
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Fig. 5. Opus E 45 (1958-72) by H. Hinterreiter, repro- Fig. 6. A dichroic pattern from a dress fabric by Katja 
duced from [45]. A dichroic p,,2 pattern mapped onto a (Sweden) with the symmetry cm'. 
curvilinear net. 
are correspondingly rare or absent. We often stand perplexed in front of ornaments where only 
two colors are used or with the simplest color schemes applied inspite of the fact that they 
would offer much more refined and spectacular results if their true potential for color symmetry 
were properly exploited. Usually no (great) additional material expense is required. The royal 
palace of Alhambra, Granada, is full of examples of such "failures." The large majority of 
these can be described as black-and-white (i.e. dichroic) patterns with the dark elements (discs) 
modulated by a simple sequence of colors. The presence of 50% white tiles in the pattern 
seemed to be a requirement in the cases where no white boundaries were present. They are not 
without aesthetic appeal and their simplicity contrasts with the adjacent patterns in which colors 
are applied to morphologically different elements and which contain white boundaries with 
complex interlacing that one can study for hours. What then was the factor which held the 
artisans back from the full application of color symmetry, the elements of which they held in 
hand? Below we shall try to elaborate upon our final conclusion, which is as follows: the artisans 
still understood these patterns in terms of black-and-white symmetry, with the color changes 
superimposed on the dichroic pattern. 
Fig, 7. A dichroic, computer-generated point-group pat- Fig. 8. Opus E 73 (1968-72) by H. Hinterreiter, repro- 
tern with the symmetry 2'm'm by Aldo Giorgini, repro- duced from [45]. A nondichroic pattern in black and 
duced from [37]. white, plane group p4, mapped onto a curvilinear net 
with a singular point. Antiphase boundaries intersect in 
one set of fourfold axes. 
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Fig. 9. A tetragonal pattern, p4, of white and red bricks Fig. 10. A pattern of protruding and recessed bricks 
from the gate of Alhaquem II, The Mosque of C6rdoba. from a tomb at Hamadan, Gunbad-i'Alaviyan (13th cen- 
tury); uncoloured plane group p4. 
DICHROIC (BLACK-AND-WHITE) GROUPS 
Reviews of these groups for the zero-, one- and two-dimensional cases can be found in 
Shubnikov and Koptsik[1] and Vainshtein[9]. In these groups not all symmetry operators need 
to change color. In general only some of them do, whereas the rest preserve the original color 
when the operation of symmetry is performed. Thus, several dichroic groups can be generated 
from each plane group by changing the selection of color-changing operators, the so-called 
operators of antisymmetry. The inversion center, the reflection and glide-reflection planes and 
translations can be operators of antisymmetry. From the rotation axes, those with multiplicity 
divisible by 2 can become operators of antisymmetry aswell. In the plane group notation the 
antisymmetry operators are primed. 
 uum  uum  uUm_ E 
Fig. 11. Dichroic plane group p4'g'm worked out on a pattern from Ribat-i-Sharaf, lran (Khurasan) (I2th century 
AD.) .  d denotes general positions, a-c' special positions. Numerals indicate the number of color permutations. 
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Fig. 12. Dichroic plane group p4'gm'. For explanations see Fig. 11. 
The elements in general positions (i.e. neither being on nor straddling any symmetry 
operator) are "b lack"  and "white"  (i.e. have 2 colors which obey the operators of antisym- 
metry). The elements which lie on the operators of antisymmetry contain both colors and are 
"grey"  as a consequence. If we consider fields positioned on the fourfold axes of antisymmetry 
and those on the "antireflection" plane in Fig. 12, their "grey"  is generated by different 
mechanisms of color overlap. Therefore they can be differently colored in the pattern, but will 
share the common property--their colors remain unchanged in the respective antisymmetry 
operations. The elements positioned on operators of symmetry will assume their types ("shades") 
of "b lack"  and "white"  when the element, together with the operator of symmetry on which 
Fig. 14. The interlaced pattern of white borders from theArabic 
Fig. 13. Pattern of glazed bricks from the en- mosaic in La Capella Palatina, Palermo. Layer groupp622; the 
trance gate of Timur's palace Ak-sarai at Sh h- corresponding dichroic group is p6m'm'. 
risabz (1380-1405), south of Samarkand. Di- 
chroic plane group 4'mg' with neutral 
background. 
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it is positioned, is moved around by the action of a primed, antisymmetry operator (Fig. 11). 
As can be observed in Figs. 11 and 12, profusion of "grey" special positions limits the 
expressivity or immediacy of design. Therefore, extensive grey fields are rarely used in dichroic 
designs, and only as a sort of background to the dichroic pattern (Fig. 13). The vast majority 
of dichroic patterns only contain elements which undergo the color change. 
Antisymmetry as well as color symmetry applies to all types of symmetry groups without 
regard to dimensionality: to the point, band and plane groups, as well as to all the more 
complicated types of symmetry mentioned below. 
The one- and two-dimensional interlaced ornaments, describable by two-sided band and 
layer groups, were already mentioned. As shown by Gr~nbaum and Shephard[10] they can be 
described equally successfully by the application of black and white symmetry if the overlap 
of ribbon A over ribbon B is denoted as "white" and of B over A as "black," and the two 
colors are propagated through the motif. This ambivalence is based on the one-to-one corre- 
spondence between the one-sided plane groups of antisymmetry and the two-sided plane (layer) 
groups without a color change (e.g. Shubnikov and Koptsik[1]). The two colors correspond to 
the upper and to the lower side of the layer (Fig. 14). 
As noted by Wondratschek[l 1], the black-and-white principle can be used not only for the 
cases with two alternating colors but for any antisymmetry observable in an ordered arrangement 
of objects with certain "nongeometric" haracteristics that are placed in the same fields of a 
mosaic pattern (animal figures alternating with human figures, birds vs. animals, two kinds of 
point-group geometric patterns, etc.). Such a description is natural for the pattern because it 
encompasses both its highly symmetric and regular nature and the discrete nature of the "com- 
plicating" elements. There may exist several kinds of antisymmetries in the pattern: alternation 
of filling figures, of their colors, orientation, etc. Plane groups of multiple, mutually independent 
antisymmetries were worked out in crystallography for the cases of coincident unit mesh (Za- 
morzaev and Palistrant[12]) and may be applied here. Finally, it should be noted that the 
"uncolored" groups of symmetry can be understood in the language of antisymmetry asone- 
colored (white only) or as "grey" (neutral) with all the positions displaying the combined color. 
COLORED SYMMETRY 
The idea of antisymmetry was worked out for the first time by Heesh[13]. The idea of 
colored symmetry was described in the papers of Niggli[ 14] and Indebom[ 15] for point groups 
and of Belov and Tarkhova[16] for plane groups. A series of papers on further, more general 
types of color groups by a number of authors followed (Shubnikov and Koptsik[l]). However, 
they all were preceeded in certain aspects by the artists. By 1936 Escher had correctly worked 
out a number of colored patterns with colored rotational symmetry which gave description 
problems to crystallographers as late as 1965 (MacGillavry[8]). His use of plane groups with 
colored translations might even date back to 1927. The most systematic approach was undertaken 
by Hinterreiter, who already in 1941, in a manuscript not published until 1978, systematically 
derived the color groups based on the plane groups p4 and p6 using color permutations. He 
had a perfect understanding of the role of general positions and of the special positions on the 
four-, six-, three- and twofold axes in the coloring process. He has been flawlessly applying 
these principles to various plane symmetries since at least 1932 until the present. 
As in the case of dichroic groups, all symmetry operators can become operators of colored 
symmetry, with the colors of the pattern elements changing in a predesigned sequence when 
all the steps of the symmetry operation are performed. Again, from each uncolored group of 
symmetry several colored groups can be derived if different choices of color-changing symmetry 
operators are made. In perhaps the most straightforward notation for the simpler cases (Shubnikov 
and Koptsik[ 1]), all the color-changing elements are in the symmetry group symbol designated 
by superscripts in parentheses that state directly the number of colors that alternate when the 
complete set of steps for the particular operator are performed and coloring of an element in a 
general position is examined. For example, a t3~ denotes (as a subscript) a tripled translation 
along the a axis with the color sequence ABC, m t2J a two-colored reflection plane (A ~ B), 
and 6 t61, 6 ~3~ and 6 t21 denote the six-, three- and two-colored sixfold axes with the cyclic color 
sequences ABCDEF . . . .  ABCABC . . . .  and ABABAB . . . .  respectively. The total number of 
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Fig. 15. Coloured symmetry group c,~z~b~z~4~4~ar4~m, b sed on a pattern from Ribat-i-Sharaf, Iran (Khurasan) (12th century 
A.D.). d denotes general positions, a-c'  various sets of special positions. Numerals indicate the number of color 
permutations. 
~D; [] D ~W m~ DM = 
Fig. 16. Coloured symmetry group ca(2)o(214(41d(4)m {2~. For explanations see Fig. 15. 
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colors in the group (its color index) may be equal to r exceed the highest color index of a 
single symmetry operation. 
There is not enough space here for any systematic analysis of colored groups of symmetry. 
Let us therefore concentrate onto the illustrated xamples (Figs. 15-17) on which some general 
features, potentially important for ornamental rt, will be explained. These dichroic and poly- 
chromatic examples are based on an (apparently uncolored) Islamic pattern of protruding bricks 
and recessed fields from the Ribat-i-Sharaf c ravanserai from mid-12th century Iran (Khurasan). 
The plane group is tetragonal, p4gm, with the fields in general position (d), and in the following 
special positions: on mirror planes (c and c'), on fourfold axes (a) and on the intersections of
three symmetry elements, 2mm (denoted as b). This pattern was selected because of the rich 
spectrum of positions on which the action of different choices of colored symmetry elements 
can be studied. In all figures the general positions are illustrated by colors (hatching) while the 
special positions by a less conspicuous background; all color variations are indicated by numbers. 
This approach was chosen because it was realized that the full gamut of color permutations 
over all positions becomes incomprehensible. This is the direct explanation of the fact that in 
the majority of cases the artists used only a limited number of types of fields (colored elements, 
discs) for their colored patterns or point-group designs. Often it has only one type of field (i.e. 
position) and often the same position was repeated twice or more times as a superposition or 
juxtaposition of fields of different sizes or shapes. These repetitions of the same position are 
then differently colored but they obey the same sequence of permutations. 
The special position (a) on 4 ~4~ axes is a would-be composite of four colors. For 4 <2) this 
position can be understood as a composite of two colors only, invariant in dichroic groups but 
bivariant over the two sets of 4 <2) axes in Fig. 17. The glide planes can be gl4) or g<2) according 
to the color group, whereas mirrors are either color changing (m ~2)) or color preserving (m). A 
special kind of mirror planes can be envisaged, transitional between the above two types, that 
changes only certain colors out of their total number, leaving the rest unchanged uring the 
reflection operation (e.g. 1 ~ 2, 3 ~ 3 and 4 ~ 4 in the general d position). This partial 
chromatici~' of some of the symmetry operations was for the first ime defined by van der 
Waerden and Burckhardt[17]. It was used by Hinterreiter in a number of pictures (the only 
at | 
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Fig. 17. Colored symmetry group (p4'-hgl2'mi21)~4'. For explanations ee Fig. 15. 
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dated one from 1942) in the portfolio Geometrische Sch6nheit[18] and by Escher in his first 
compositions based on colored translations (Jung[19]). 
Further complications of the simple concept of colored symmetry elements exist which 
appear to transgress the boundary towards defects in design. They may be found in Koptsik[20]. 
Cases like 4~AABa) or 4 ~ABcB) can be handled equally well by understanding the symmetry reduced 
to 2 ~2) in a pseudotetragonal motif. 
After the general considerations and the pessimistic statement on the use of color groups 
in mosaics discussed above, let us examine some of the cultures known for their polychromatic 
ornamental rt. 
The first such cultures are the Precolumbian cultures of South America. The greatest 
flowering of polychromatic symmetry occurs in the Paracas textiles. The Nazca and Tiahuanaco 
cultures used mostly dichroic groups. One-sided bands predominate, followed by fabrics often 
interpretable asa (sometimes modified) juxtaposition of band ornaments to yield a two-dimen- 
sional pattern (Fig. 18). A great variety of often sophisticated symmetries are observed. In 
linear patterns four- to sixfold colored translations (a) occur, e.g. p : l ,  p: , l  or pa~6~l. Among 
more sophisticated arrangements, pa~5~2 may be quoted in which the twofold axis alters four of 
the colors pairwise, leaving one color unchanged. In other cases, the color periodicity is a large 
multiple of the basic pattern (p 1 or p2) but between the two consecutive color-changing elements 
1-3 such elements repeat with another, "background" color (often yellow), e.g. pA,2,1 with the 
superperiod A = 8a. 
In agreement with their parallel-striped design (or the stripe-like arrangement of discrete 
elements on a one-colored background) the periodicity along the stripes is hort whereas that 
across the stripes is a multiple of the basic one due to color modulation [e.g. pb~5~2/21]. A 
complicated example in Fig. 18 represents a pattern with two-colored asymmetric stripes (yet 
with approximate wofold, colored rotation axes) arranged along the b direction with the full 
colored period B = 6b but with a color-changing centration, i.e. perhaps c~2~B/2,3,2~2~. Some two- 
dimensional striped patterns may have one-colored stripes interspersed between those with color 
changes, reminding one of the problems encountered in the mosaics of Alhambra. If intercalated 
in 1 : 1 ratio, they can be regarded as color-neutral special positions between the color-changing 
general positions. 
The Mexican codices offer another family of designs. In them, besides anumber of dichroic 
friezes (usually p2' or pa' with a dichroic glide plane a), polychromatic bands with up to eight 
consecutive colors occur: patS-8,1; very frequent are stepped-pyramidal esigns pa~3,m (2 × 2,2)a(2), 
pa,2,m(2':~2(21 with the "diamond" glide d (4) (Fig. 19). Rarely simple patterns occur with reflection 
planes both parallel and perpendicular tothe translation direction. The most intriguing designs 
are pa designs in which the glide plane acts on blocks of striped esign, seven stripes in length, 
but the periodicity of color change represents only six stripes, out of step with the geometrical 
motif (Fig. 19). In the stepped-pyramidal esigns, the cores of pyramids have the color of the 
adjacent (glide-plane-related) pyramid, i.e. a phase shift in color. The same phase shift was 
often created between the main objects and their details in the Peruvian textiles. 
As can be ascertained from the large collection of Egyptian ornamented art by Foftov~i- 
S~malov~i[22], the majority of two-dimensional patterns are dichroic in nature, whereas there 
Fig. 18. Peruvian striped fabric, a complex juxtaposition of band ornaments. Details in the text of the paper. Drawing 
reproduced from [21]. 
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Fig. ]9. Selected ornaments from Codex Vindobonensis Mcxicanus I, pp. 3-4 (ornamented temple facades and 
platforms). Colour numbering is valid for all objects illustrated; the dichroic pattern is in red and white. 
is a smaller percentage ofmonochromatic (from the symmetry point of view) and several colored- 
symmetry patterns. Many dichroic (Fig. 47 but not Fig. 48) and all the polychromatic patterns 
are based on the principle of parallel juxtaposition of colored stripes (simple, zig-zag or disjoint) 
that are parallel or diagonal to the usually square submesh. The checkerboard pattern is widely 
used for dichroic cases. Colored striped patterns that color the square patterns with color 
periodicities equal to 2 ×, 4 ×, 6 x and even 11 × the basic b period are documented, thelatter 
with the repetition of some colors in different roles. The statue of a maiden from 2050 B.C. 
(now at The Metropolitan Museum of Art), with a scaly "fabric" of the dress (symmetry cm) 
four colored in horizontal stripes, and Egyptian jewelry illustrate these principles as well. 
Neutral, one-colored tiles or (zig-zag) lines without color change are often interspersed between 
color-changing elements. Similar to the Alhambra patterns, "dichroic" checkerboard patterns 
occur in which only the dark tiles are color modulated (see below) in one direction. Groups of 
all these designs can be described as p#,,m, with additional m and twofold axes with partial 
chromaticity to be added. 
One-dimensional friezes may display alternation of up to four basic colors. They are usually 
based on simple, pm (m is perpendicular) and pmm2 friezes. One to three neutral elements are 
common among the color-changing elements, especially in dichroic friezes. Elaborate floral 
friezes are mostly monochromatic, although up to three alternating motifs ("colors") may be 
present. 
The king and the officials in the murals of sacrificial ceremonies in the audience hall of 
the royal palace of Marl (18th century B.C., middle Euphrates, Syria) have their (apparently 
woolen) garments colored according to exactly the same principle as the just-described Egyptian 
square-based patterns. Three- or four-colored modulation waves run diagonally across the (ap- 
proximately) rectangular grid created by the structure of the rich garment. On other murals, 
disordered sequences are common. The white color is used on equal footing with the other 
colors in all instances. An attempt for a four-colored diamond pattern of an altar base, reminiscent 
of the Australian Aboriginal paintings described further below, dissolves into chaos before 
completing a full length of the colored translation[23]. 
In Celtic illuminated manuscripts the majority of linear or two-dimensional knotwork 
designs are either monochromatic or dichroic. Trichroic or tetrachroic linear designs are relatively 
rare, although they occur both in the knotwork and in the zoomorphic bands. The color-changing 
element in the majority of cases is a colored translation, rarely a colored glide plane in linear 
motifs; it is the standing dichroic mirror planes and (often rather freely intermixed with these 
planes) dichroic twofold axes lying in the plane of the interlaced, two-sided two-dimensional 
designs. The horizontal twofold axes often represent the only dichroic symmetry operator in 
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Fig. 20. The threefold and twofold spiral brooches from the Book of Durrow and Book of Lindisfarne, worked out as 
3 {a} and 2 {2} in the originals. Reproduced from [24]. 
point-group designs. The most prominent application of these principles occurs in the Book of 
Durrow and the Book of Lindisfarne; many mistakes occur in the Canterbury Codex Aureus 
and in the famous Book of Kells, in which nearly irregular multicolor sequences can occur in 
the border designs. 
Almost always it is the individual "complex knots" which form subunits of the complex 
linear knotwork that become colored differently, in a bead-like fashion; only rarely it is the 
individual threads that receive different coloring. In the normal situation the colors of each 
single thread change from knot to knot. 
In zoomorphic point-group designs (often imperfect) 4 c2} axes  play a role. Another design 
type based on rotation axes are the spiral "brooches" which usually form the nodes of the 
topologically (whenever possible) trifurcate scrollwork so typical for I ish manuscripts and rock 
carvings. The majority of them are three colored, 3 {3}, sometimes extending to adjacent scroll- 
work, often with some rrors in coloring. Again, the most perfect work is found in the Book 
of Lindisfarne. 2 (2) and 4 c21 axes occur in the spiralwork as well (Fig. 20). 
One of the most refined color patterns i  found in the Incarnation i itial in the Gospels of 
St. Chad. It is a zoomorphic linear design with a homeometric (see below) glide plane parallel 
to the periodicity of the design (the underlying uncolored symmetry is pa) that is three-colored, 
pa,3~a, resulting in a complex, dynamic sequence of birds within the confines of the initial. 
Our unpublished study of the material collected by Prof. A. Forge (The Australian National 
University, Canberra) from the Abelam region of the Sepik area, New Guinea, and very kindly 
offered to the author's disposal, enables us to make certain conclusions about the problem of 
colored symmetry in the flat-surface painting in this region of New Guinea. As stated by 
Forge[25], this highly stylized painting manipulates a set of elements which possess certain 
ritual and spiritual values in order to make effective and meaningful communication to the 
initiated. The latter is heightened by the aesthetic effect; hence the importance of symmetry in 
these four-colored images and designs. 
The gables of the famous tall ceremonial houses with consecutive rows of staring faces in 
the region of northern Abelam gain their expressivity also by means of (1) pseudosymmetry of 
the oval faces, with the upper and lower halves made similar to each other and often enhanced 
by the color antisymmetry of the approximately corresponding fields in the two halves (Fig. 
21) and (2) the dichroic contrast between the stark red triangles of "headdresses" and the 
intercalated triangles with black and yellow stripes (with white interspaces) which stand for 
"bodies" to the faces immediately above them. In many instances, abstracted from the plentiful 
technical irregularities, it is a rhombic (pseudotrigonal) rrangement cmm(2)2 c ). Sometimes the 
pattern is changed, the "bodies" being red as well. 
Except for the above dichroic striped pattern, with the above-mentioned white interspaces 
(special positions) and the frequent modification by twinning (see below) to a zig-zag form, 
two-dimensional patterns are rare. They (especially those with pseudohexagonal metrics) are 
simply obtained by juxtaposition of individual bands of linear pattern. Except for the rare cases 
of 3 {3) and 4 (2) correctly applied, they usually contain such defective color sequences that no 
two-dimensional color periodicity results. Often there is a loss of coherence between adjacent 
stripes. Thus, the Abelam ornaments are essentially one dimensional. Even the huge gable areas 
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are filled with the pattern of staring faces in this way. All the designs are drawn by free hand 
and the resulting uncertainties must be allowed for. 
The principal band ornament is a stripe of triangles, pma2, often representing borders 
around the schematized figures with extremely enhanced symmetry (Fig. 22). Surprisingly 
enough, the basic color scheme is three colored with a glide plane, pa~3,m(2.1)a2 (21. The simple 
sequences [uncolored pma2, dichroic pma'2', p,,m and trichroic pa,3,m ~2'~ (in both cases all 
triangles on a single side are white)] are rare, as is the tetrachroic ABCADC, perhaps denoted 
p,~,a ~'2~, the latter glide plane changing only one color. The number of faults in the sequences 
is in most cases considerable. The successful composites of triangular stripes give p6'mm', and 
two cases of cm, with the centering optionally dichroic and additional partly chromatic m and 
2 possibly present. Surprisingly, the simple and effective color sequence which generates 6 °1 
was obtained only as rare "point defects" in the design. Rarely, the triangles in the linear 
stripes may be separated from each other by color-neutral white rims positioned on twofold 
axes. 
The second ubiquitous linear element are the parallelhatched, one-dimensional patterns 
(bands) with the lines slanting (or symmetrically V-shaped) towards the periodicity direction. 
They have purely translational color symmetry, the non colored elements being either twofold 
axes or the mirror plane in the periodic direction. Their basic color scheme is black-red-black- 
red, i.e. dichroic, mostly with a white (neutral) line between every two consecutive colored 
lines, i.e. p,,2,2 with the white lines being on 2 ~2~. However, it can be modified by moving the 
white lines close to one of the two colored sets of lines, by regularly multiplying the number 
of white lines, by leaving out half of the white lines in order to obtain the three-colored sequence 
white-red-black or, finally, by introducing a yellow line flanked by white as the color opposite 
of black flanked by red. Colors are filled in consecutively; hence many errors and many friezes 
can be characterized asalmost completely random sequences of lines. 
Errors are also abundant in the true striped patterns. Up to four distinct colors can build 
a sequence, an a ~4i translation. By varying the width of the stripes they get reduced to "un- 
colored" pl (b nonperiodic) with a group of three narrow colored stripes regularly spaced over 
the white-hatched background. 
Fig. 21. The ceremonial face painting by Abelam, the Fig. 22. A ceremonial painting by Abelam, the Sepik 
Sepik area, New Guinea. An approximate horizontal re- area, New Guinea. A highly schematized human figure, 
flection plane runs through the eyes of the figure, with with enhanced symmetry, is flanked by a three-colored 
colour (resp. object) antisymmetry for a number of fields, band ornament with the symmetry pal31m 12,l~a2121. Material 
Material of Prof. A. Forge, A.N.U., Canberra. of Prof. A. Forge, A.N.U., Canberra. 
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Horizontal friezes can often he sequentially dichroic (also as carved masks) and they can 
display the same tantalizing approximate color antisymmetry of certain upper and lower fields 
as do the point-group designs. 
Ornamental spects of the Aboriginal bark painting from the northeastern Ar hem Land 
were studied on the material collected and kindly offered for our research by Dr H. Morphy, 
A.N.U., Canberra. The bark paintings represent rectangular pieces of specially prepared tree 
bark, usually divided by the painter into several compartments. As a rule, the background of 
the painting represents a clan design (with a number of meanings), usually large enough to 
deduce a complete two-dimensional pattern. On this background, figures of humans, animals, 
objects and plants are painted. Sometimes, especially in the case of the Riratjingu clan, they 
result in beautiful antisymmetry, most often 2'. 
The Aborigines of the Arnhem Land, similar to the Abelam of New Guinea, have two 
categories of color: plain black and other colors (excl. white) on the one hand, and shimmering 
colors obtained by cross hatching (one of the hatching directions is white) on the other hand. 
The white fields are of this type. The majority of clan designs are parallel-striped patterns made 
with the cross-hatched version of colors. Most of them are two colored, usually white and 
brown-red, or expanded two colored (black and brown) intercalated by the "neutral" white 
stripes (which represent here special positions on rolE)). Only rarely three-colored sequences of 
these colors occur. The striped patterns can be obliquely cross cut and slightly offset by another 
system of dark lines, yielding Moir6 patterns. 
The diamond esigns (Fig. 23) represent a minority and in the material studied they were 
limited almost entirely to three clans, i.e. Dhalwangu, Madarrpa nd Gumatj. The diamonds 
always represent a cmm2 pattern and vary in shape from nearly square, as in the case of the 
Dhalwanga design, to much narrower lozenges in the creations of Gumatj (Morphy[26]). The 
majority of complex coloring patterns came from the Gumatj artists, but we could ascertain 
that the color distribution schemes in general transcend the clan boundaries and are not clan 
specific. 
Upon coloring, the diamond pattern is divided into rows of diamonds with plain colors 
parallel to the shorter axis of the centered mesh, which are separated by the intervening rows 
of diamonds with shimmering colors. The simplest case, with only one kind of diamonds in 
each row type, has the same mesh size and the dichroic plane group pc,mm; it is rare. Many 
more examples have only one color in the plain-colored rows, whereas they have two-colored 
sequences for the cross-hatched lozenges, i.e. pb,mm; the uniform plain color rows then represent 
special positions without color change. The same holds for the cases when both the plain and 
the hatched-color rows display two-color sequences, pb'm. The known case with a trichroic 
cross-hatched sequence, pb~3~mmC2,1)2(zm, concerns only that system of rows; the small primitive 
mesh of the plain-colored rows has to be considered separately (Fig. 24). 
All the other cases can best be described as superposition of two dichroic groups, one 
valid for the plain-colored array of diamonds, the other one for the cross-hatched array. With 
the first one being pb,mm2 for all cases, the latter will be characterized by either a single or a 
double periodicity in the a direction. If white cross-hatched lozenges ar  present as well, they 
run through the pattern unchanged (acolor-neutral special position). Then they simply expand 
the patterns along the b direction without changing its symmetry. Thus, an expanded cross- 
hatched version f the partial mesh pb,mm2 exists. The cross-hatched patterns with the doubled 
a axis either are pa,mm2 (expanded) or c~%~2,mm2 (both in the unexpanded and expanded 
versions) (Fig. 24). The most complicated case of this kind is trichroic and has the strings 
(stripes) of shimmering colors parallel to one diagonal of the unit mesh of the basic diamond 
pattern. They form a regular threefold sequence of cross-hatched white, reddish brown and 
black. If the axes of this mesh are selected parallel to those of the plain-colored cell 
(pb,mm2) they will be tripled in both directions: pa%~3~m(2,1~m(2.~>2t2.~. The color modulation 
vector (perpendicular to the color modulation wave) is (3b-a) (Fig. 24). 
Thus, in the entire material from the northeastern Arnheim Land available for our inspection, 
there were no groups of colored symmetry beyond the cases of unidirectional triple modulation 
of one of the two (usually independent) submotifs typical for this region. 
Finally, we should elaborate on our introductory emarks that concerned the Moorish tile 
patterns of Alhambra nd the Arabic patterns i  general. In the mosque of C6rdoba (785-987 
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I Fig. 24. Schematized iamond patterns from the Abo- riginal bark paintings from N.-E. Arnhem Land. Plain 
colours are indicated by capital etters (Red and Black), 
cross-hatched coloring by the lower-case letters (red, 
black and white). Outlines of the respective unit mesh 
Fig. 23. A Dhalwangu bark painting by Yangarriny with are given as full and dashed lines; centration is indicated 
the diamond clan design forming the background of the when present. Based on the material collected by Dr H. 
picture. Material of Dr. H. Morphy, A.N.U., Canberra. Morphy. 
A.D.) none of the major ed-and-white brick patterns (Fig. 9) appear to be dichroic. The ceramic 
tile mosaics of Alhambra can--without a claim for completeness--be divided into three groups. 
(1) The first group are the large-scale three-colored modulations of uncolored or of truly 
dichroic (i.e. black-and-white) patterns. A "collosal" superstructure of the basic, simple un- 
colored square pattern in the Court of Myrtles represents Cb,~,mm(2'])2 (2J). There is a large-scale 
linear superstructure of the tetragonal pattern based on a "Thor's hammer" design that itself 
is black and white in nature (Fig. 25). First, the white positions are left out. Then every second 
row of "hammers" remains black (special positions), whereas the other subset is color modulated 
to yield the expanded pattern pa,~,lm, not unlike those in the Australian designs. 
The famous trigonal "propeller" patterns from Alhambra re there mostly altered from 
dichroic into uncolored by introducing distinct centration elements into the dark and the white 
sets of propellers. (The uncentered, simple dichroic design p6', without centrations, can be 
found both in Alhambra (color modulated) and in the Alcazar of Sevilla). Two kinds of color 
modulations are present: a three-colored modulation wave for the "dark propellers," parallel 
to one set of trigonal planes, and another color modulation wave for the "dark" stars in the 
centers of white propellers. The s cond wave is parallel to a set of trigonal planes 120 ° apart 
from the first one. The other large-scale modulation superstructure minds us again of that 
found in the diamond patterns of the Australians: horizontal rows of green diamonds eparate 
rows of alternating yellow and blue diamonds, pb,mm2, with green as special positions, and 
only for the color scheme, disregarding the purely axial character of the underlying eometric 
design. The stars again give a pattern different from that of propellers--pc,mm. Finally, in the 
long square pattern of "affine" sixfold stars in the Mexuar chamber, four distinct colors are 
used for the dark subset of stars and they are applied at random. 
(2) The second group is represented by the dichroic, black-and-white patterns and several 
dichroic patterns (usually blue and black) in which the white color is absent or applied to the 
elements nonequivalent to the colored ones. Rather complicated pseudohexagonal rectangular 
patterns can be quoted in this category. Furthermore, ven a doubly dichroic pattern with two 
distinct unit meshes for the respective black-and-white symmetries was created (Fig. 26): p~,2,mm 
for small, respectively four- and eightfold centers of otherwise fully equivalent fourfold rosettes 
and c,(2,b~2,4mm for the light and dark coloring of these rosettes. In some simpler dichroic patterns, 
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the white tiles are first omitted from consideration and then a new dichroic pattern (with lower 
symmetry) is created over the dark tiles only. 
(3) The last group-are the dichroic designs which are color modulated by a point-group 
scheme, in a way used by Vasarely in many of his pictures centuries later. As a rule, the color 
modulation represents smaller and smaller "frames" superimposed over the design. They copy 
the shape of the outer frame of the panel. It can either represent a progression of colors or a 
(periodic) two-colored ripple. Another, less frequent case is a division of a long panel into 
zones by applying a different color to some widely spaced rows of pattern elements. 
The above review of several periods of most colorful ornamental rt leaves us with the 
pessimistic conclusion that only rudiments of two-dimensional colored symmetry were mastered 
by the old artists and artisans. They were those based on colored translations, usually in one 
direction, applied to triangular, scaly, square, diamond and rectangular patterns. Besides the 
cultures described in some detail, such patterns are also found in the Minoan, Persian, Roman, 
and later art epochs. The art of colored plane-group symmetry has come of age only in modern 
times, primarily through the efforts of Hinterreiter and Escher already mentioned above. It is 
interesting to see that the early compositions of Escher, (post)dated to 1928, still represent the 
groups based on three-colored translations, p~%~3,2 ~ ,1~ and p~g<2,~g (with errors), perhaps wit- 
nessing his study of historical examples. Escher's colored symmetry was studied by Mac- 
Gillavry[8] and Weitzel (in Jung[19]) and further substantial contributions might only come 
from the study of his unpublished material. A detailed study of Hinterreiter's art was made in 
1979 by the present author[27] and the newly available additional material appears to amplify 
but not substantially change the overall picture outlined there. A composition i  the trichroic 
plane group p~,~,b~,612~, with only the colors describing the special positions on the sixfold axes 
used, is shown in Fig. 27. 
GENERALIZATIONS OF SYMMETRY 
The ornamental rtists have not failed to recognize that there exist more general forms of 
symmetry than the hitherto described congruence in the Euclidean plane with unchanged size 
and shape of individual motifs throughout the pattern. However, the conscious application of 
generalized forms of symmetry in art is much less frequent han that of congruence. The 
:~i:i~ii~!ii:~!~ii~!~ ¸ i~:i~!~i:~i:ii~:i!:i ~ ~ • ~3~; i~.  ':~.~:~.::::~i.:!~:::.ii ¸ :::::i.!!i!~i:!~:i? Fig. 25. A ceramic tile mosaic from Alhambra, Granada. ::~i ,~ ::;~: . . . . . . .  ~,:~ilill ~:~' '~ ..... ::: ::" .......... :::!i~ 
A unidirectional threefold color modulation fthe black- ,~ ,=~ 
and-white pattern p4'g'm, i~ !~~ 
Fig. 26, A ceramic tile mosaic from Alhambra, Granada. 
A doubly dichroic pattern; details in the text of the paper. 
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Fig. 27. Opus 115 (1960) by H. Hinterreiter, reproduced from [45l. A composition in the trichroic plane group 
p,,~3,h~6 2' with only the colors for special positions on the 6 a~ axes applied (in form of two concentric 'discs'). 
unconscious applications, however, are as widespread as the means of overcoming the nonlin- 
earity or nonplanarity of space to be utilized. 
Similarity or homeometry 
The similarity operations preserve th  shape of the motif unchanged and change only its 
size. The basic operation is homothety, in which equivalent points of similar objects are con- 
nected by rays intersecting in one sin__gular point (or axis) and their dimensions and spacing are 
related by the equation A'B' = kAB, where k is the similarity coefficient (k = 1 reduces to 
congruence). Homothety can be combined with a rotation or reflection operation. Thus, three 
basic types of similarity transformations exist in a one-sided plane: (1) homothety, (2) spiral 
rotation (Drehstreckung), combining rotation with homothety, and (3) homothetic reflection 
(Spiegelstreckung), a similarity analogue of a glide reflection operation. On a two-sided plane 
a similar analogue of an ordinary two-fold axis can also occur. 
In the similarity groups the similarity operators are combined with the symmetry elements 
we have already met in symmetry groups, some of them in a modified form. First of all, there 
are the n-fold axes through the singular point, often combined with mirror planes intersecting 
in these axes. Then there are mirror (resp. glide) planes and twofold axes excentric to the 
singular point, with the coordinate values subject o the similarity relationship. The planes 
are planes of circular inversion, concentric around the singular point. Finally, homeometry in- 
volves potential monotonous changes of the value of k with the distance from the singular 
point[28-301. 
One- and two-dimensional homeometric band patterns are found in Irish and Celtic art, 
primarily in braided knotwork (Fig, 28), on brooches, and in initial letters of the illustrated 
manuscripts. Similar applications exist in Minoan art and numerous minor applications in the 
vegetal ornament in the triangular spaces of Renaissance, Muslim and other buildings. The 
calligraphic application of homothety, in which the design surrounds the singular point, is shown 
in Fig. 29. 
Rich circular patterns, both those involving spiral rotation and those based on homothetic 
reflection, and also those based on 15-fold axes and radial mirror planes with homothety adorn 
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Fig. 28. Curvilinear homeometric and catametric patterns from Irish illuminated manuscripts. Drawings by G. Bain, 
reproduced from [24]. 
the floor of the interior of the Basilica of St. Marc in Venice (Fig. 30). The floor mosaics 
originate from the 12th century, with later additions. A magnificent example of spiral rotation 
combined with the point symmetry 12mm is represented byMichelangelo's design of pavement 
for Campidoglio, Rome (Fig. 31), whereas the dome of St. Peter's basilica s well as the domes 
of other churches and of Islamic religious buildings (e.g. Iranian mosques) are often applications 
of homothety or homothetic reflection (adjusted to the curvature of the surface). Already in the 
1st century A.D., on a bronze "box lid" from Comalagh, Ireland, a perfect openwork com- 
bination of spiral rotation with the point symmetry 38mm was executed by the La T~ne mas- 
ters[31]. 
Modem art has rather frequently exploited the similarity principle as well. In the majority 
of cases, similar motifs (or their simplified elements, or similar outlines) are used side by side 
with affine transformations to construct nonperiodic pictures, which are prevalent in modem 
art. Homothetic reflection has been directly employed by Camille Graeser (Fig. 32) and hom- 
othety (usually with some allowances) by Josef Albers (1961-62), Jacques Villon (1932) and 
Vasarely (1968) for their pictures based on a series of nested squares (pyramids). Several mastery 
concentric designs based on similarity were made by Escher (Fig. 33). 
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Fig. 29. A Quranic inscription from Ulu Cami, Bursa, Turkey, reproduced from [44]. The word wa has been repeated 
by means of homothety. 
Fig. 30. Two circular patterns from the Cosmatesque floor mosaics of the Basilica of St Marc in Venice. The left- 
hand pattern is based on the combination of homothety with a three-colored 15-fold axis and radial mirror planes. The 
right-hand pattern (drawn in accordance with the outer portions of the actual pattern which changes its multiplicity 
half-way from the center) combines piral rotation with the central rotation, and radial mirrors for the black tesserae. 
The uncolored pattern will combine homothetic reflection with a 32-fold rotation axis and radial mirror planes. 
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Fig. 31. Michelangelo's design of pavement for Campidoglio, Rome. Spiral rotation combined with the point-group 
symmetry 12ram. Drawing by G. Bain, reproduced from [24]. 
Fig. 32. "Progression in red, blue and yellow" (1944) by Camille Graeser, reproduced from [32]; a design based on 
homothetic reflection (except for the central rod f finite thickness). 
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Fig. 33. A woodprint by M. C. Escher (1958) based on a combination f homothety with eightfold rotation. Reproduced 
from [19]; ©M. C. Escher Heirs c/o Cordon Art-Baarn-Holland. 
Accumulation (distribution) of similar motifs (resp. outlines) represents one of the chief 
principles of the Gothic ornamental rchitecture (Wolf and Wolff[28]). Similar means of ex- 
pressivity are used by mannerist Renaissance artists. 
Affine transformations 
The next more general type of symmetry is represented by affine transformations u der 
which only the parallelity of lines, and not the angles or the area of a polygon, remain preserved. 
Except for the world of modern art, in which accumulation/distribution of affine objects 
(outlines) represents an important method in abstract painting, we do not have many illustrations 
of the conscious application of affinity. A magnificent example (Fig. 34) comes from Iran. 
Similar to some Chinese lattice designs (Gr0nbaum and Shephard[10]) and Japanese designs 
(Fig. 35), it represents a conscious affine transformation f a clearly tetragonal motif. It also 
suggests that the ideas of affine transformation can result from purely practical experience, 
executing a design with bricks with altered imensional ratios or/and interspaces. Many brick, 
basketry and weaving patterns have to be idealized from such minor affine changes caused by 
technical reasons. 
A striking use of affinity was made by Vasarely in his picture "Homage to Malevich" 
(1953) (Hahn[34]). The upper and lower halves are affinely related, the square and the ap- 
proximate diamond transforming respectively into a diamond and an approximate square. The 
expressivity of the picture is heightened by the apparent (oppositely directed) similarity rela- 
tionship of squares and lozenges, as well as by the skillful application of color antisymmetry 
(Fig. 36). 
Perspective-projective ransformations 
The perspective-projective ransformations have been clarified in the Renaissance times 
and used extensively, e.g. by Baroque artists in their trompe-I'oeil compositions. Their use in 
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Fig. 34. A design of protruding bricks from the Jami' Fig. 35. A Japanese d sign from [33]. Affine transfor- 
Mosque minaret, Gurgan, Ivan (12th century). Plane group mati n ofa tetragonal, p4gm, design akin to the Egyptian 
p2 as a conscious affine transformation of a tetragonal design in Fig. 48. Figure 9 is related to the tetragonal 
(p4) design, archetype of Fig. 35 and to Fig. 48 by minor out-of- 
phase shifts of blocks that destroy mirror planes. 
modern art has been particularly propagated by Hans Hinterreiter (Fig. 37). It is he who also 
used, and worked out in detail (Hinterreiter[7]), more complicated transformations (mapping) 
of congruent patterns onto a series of tangential, curvilinear, elliptic and other nets (Figs. 5 
and 8), often with a (series of) singular point(s). From the representatives of Op Art it was 
especially Bridget Riely, Enrico Castellani and Angel Duarte (Barret[35]) who used to modify 
in their pictures the periodicities of the underlying congruent pattern. V. Vasarely followed a 
different course, i.e. local distortions of periodicity and symmetry by superposition of periodic 
design and objects (defects) with point-group symmetries. 
Catamorphy 
The notion of catamorphy was introduced by Wolf and Wolff[28] as the lowest category of 
symmetry. Catametric figures are neither congruent, nor similar, affine or projective-perspec- 
tive, but their shapes still demonstrate certain mutual relationships and they can form a 
Fig. 36. Homage to Malevich by Vasarely (1953), an Fig. 37. Opus E 94 (1959-1972) by H. Hinterreiter, 
abstract painting based on affinity as well as approximate reproduced from [45]. A dichroic po,2 pattern mapped 
similarity and color antisymmetry, onto a perspective net. 
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progression according to their consecutive changes according to a given rule. A sequence of 
regular polygons ordered according to increasing number of vertices was quoted as an example. 
This interesting concept has not yet been used in practice. However, we found a number 
of examples in ornamental rt, some of which are quoted here. 
Islamic artists who adorned the domes in the mausoleum No. 13 in Shah-i-Zinda, Samarkand 
(1405) and the madrasa of Abdullah-khan i  Bukhara (1588-1590) employed the nets based 
on comer-connected polygons to create catametric annuli n which, over the central row (circle) 
of n-pointed stars, the (n - I) stars are reflected into (n + 1) pointed stars (Fig. 38). By this 
time the creators of these nets realized that these annuli cannot be extended into an infinite 
catametric net in which the order of polygons would regularly grow from its centre, preserving 
the same connectivity pattern throughout the net. The only modem approach to this problem 
seems to be Escher's composition Snakes from 1969, in which a similar net of sixfold inter- 
connected rings alters into seven- and eightfold rings at the t rminal stage. 
Another type of catamorphy occurs in rectilinear or curvilinear tapering designs. After an 
interval of one type of linear pattern with dimensions decreasing according to the rules of 
similarity, the pattern is altered into a simpler one in order to avoid its excessive miniaturization. 
For example, the six-strand interlacing knotwork will be successively reduced to four strands, 
three strands and finally into a two-strand lace in Celtic manuscripts (Fig. 28). The same principle 
was applied to cobra designs on an Egyptian mummy (Fig. 39). Catametric change of the motif 
served to compensate for the change in the circumference of a Pueblo jar (Fig. 40) instead of 
the usually employed similarity. In the world of computer graphics imple catamorphy in its 
original sense was used by Norton Starr (Franke[37]). 
The most extensive use of catamorphy was made by Escher in some of his two-dimensional 
patterns. In some patterns he used progressive catamorphic alteration of geometric tiles that 
completely fill the plane into interlocking animal shapes, preserving the same color group. In 
other designs, however, the discrete opological discs in the shape of animals gradually become 
the background (interdisc space) of the picture, whereas the original "background discs" alter 
into animal-shaped discs in the same process. The overall black-and-white symmetry of the 
pattern (if the shapes of discs are disregarded) remains preserved in this process, which we 
suggest calling "anticatametry." 
Fig. 38. The dome of the madrasa of Abdullah-khan in Bukhara (1588-1590). A catametric annulus combining vertex. 
connected five-, six- and sevenfold stars in onenet. Drawn after a photograph in [36]. 
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Fig. 39. Catametric adjustment of s ake designs to the changes in available space. An Egyptian coffin lid, provenience 
unknown. 
Non-Euclidean symmetry 
Besides the Euclidean plane, with the sum of angles at the vertices equal to 180 ° (i.e. 
rad) we can have a spherical plane with this sum greater than ¢r and a hyperbolic plane with 
the sum of these angles less than the value of "rr (Coxeter [38,39]). The spherical cases give a 
limited number of symmetry groups on the surface of the sphere identical with point groups in 
three-dimensional space; the hyperbolic ases give an infinite number of new hyperbolic "plane" 
Fig. 41. Hyperbolic plane group (7,3,2) with antire- 
flection planes in a circular conformal model. Repro- 
duced from Coxeter [38]. 
Fig. 40. Catametric adjustment of zig-zag motifs to the 
change in the area. Pueblo pottery, The Museum of 
American Indian-Heyes Foundation, New York. 
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groups. They can combine any types of rotation axes, giving combinations forbidden in Euclidean 
plane. 
If we realize that the unit mesh of any plane group higher than rectangular can be divided 
into triangles with angles 7r/p, "tr/q, and ~r/r at the vertices which respectively coincide with 
the p-, q- and r-fold axes of symmetry of the plane group, a new notation (which, however, 
omits reflection operations) can beintroduced, e.g. (4,4,2) for the plane group p4 (and higher) 
or (6,3,2) for p6 (and higher groups). Similarly, higher groups of symmetry on hyperbolic plane 
can exist such as (6,4,2), (4,3,3), (7,3,2), etc., which offer nice ornamental possibilities. 
Naturally, they required the cooperation of mathematician with artist to be materialized. 
It was Escher aided by Coxeter who in his Circle Limits I-V (1958-60) utilized several hy- 
perbolic space groups (Jung[19], Coxeter[39]). They were followed by the computer graphics 
of Christopher Prppe, an artist-mathematician (Franke[37]). Figure 41 shows the hyperbolic 
plane group (7,3,2) with the expressive reflection antisymmetry added by Coxeter[38]). 
It might be best to close this chapter by quoting the generalized efinition of symmetry 
by Vainshtein([9], p. 28): "Symmetry is invariance of objects under some of their transfor- 
mations in the space of the variables describing them." This definition not only includes all 
the cases which were used and described so far but it also holds a promise for new, exciting 
concepts which will enrich both science and visual arts. 
ADDITIONAL CATEGORIES AND COMPLICATIONS 
A number of features of various ornaments exceed the simple question of symmetry group. 
Nearly all these complications have their counterparts in inorganic nature, especially in crystal 
structures, and much of the nomenclature d veloped in natural sciences can be applied to the 
man-made ornaments as well. The most important examples are described in the following 
paragraphs. 
The basic motif (submotif) and submesh; superstructure and supermesh (supercell) 
In a number of cases a simpler, nearly repetitious basic motif (submotif) can be discerned 
in a complicated pattern which possesses long-range periodicities. The approximate submesh 
repeats several times in the complete unit mesh. If the basic motif is very pronounced in the 
resulting pattern and it is only slightly modified (e.g. only by color variations) in the resulting 
pattern, the long-range product can also be called a superpattern (superstructure in crystallog- 
raphy) of the basic pattern; the resulting supermesh is often a complicated multiple of the basic 
mesh (Fig. 42). As in crystal structures, the modification of the submotif may increase in 
intensity until only an overall division into regularly repeating moduli can be discerned hidden 
beyond artist's design. Many works of geometric art, from the old mosaics to Mondrian and 
beyond, have been based on a modular principle (Figs. 43 and 44). One-dimensional superperiods 
represent a common feature of Greek vases. I wonder whether anybody has attempted tocorrelate 
the length of the superperiod of the meander design with the periods and pottery workshops of 
Classical Greece. 
Fig. 42. A ceramic tile mosaic in blue, green a d black Fig. 43. A Roman floor mosaic from Cbedworth, 
from the Alcazar, Sevilla. A large 3a x 4b supermesh re- Gloucestershire, England. The braided knots and the 
suits from the zig-zag colour modulation, meander design are based on a 1/8 x 1/8 square 
submesh (modulus). Drawn for the author by Ragna 
Larsen. 
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Fig. 44. A series ofcomputer-generated designs by Chihaya Shimomura, reproduced from [37]. They display variable 
degree of dependence on the underlying 1/5 × 1/5 modulus. 
Twinning 
Twinning represents a common phenomenon i  crystalline nature. Several blocks of crystal 
structure intergrow in a perfectly defined orientation and contact to yield a twin crystal. Artists 
have not failed to recognize and use the beauty of the principle. It started with an ornamental 
match of two simple brick patterns oriented 90 ° towards each other and very similar seams in 
basketry. Later it led to consciously created ornamental basketry designs, evolving all the way 
(b) 
(a) 
Fig. 45. (a), (b) Opus SW-ME 25 (1935-1978) by H. Hinterreiter, reproduced from [40], t gether with the underlying 
geometric construction (from [7]). Cyclic sixfold twinning of a pseudohexagonal pattern with further twinning on glide- 
reflection planes (indicated by dashed lines), giving a total of 12 orientations. 
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SZ 
"" A B 
Fig. 46. Opus ME 376 (1940) by H. Hinterreiter, re- 
produced from [46]. Three portions of a cyclically twinned Fig. 47. A painted ichroic geometric pattern from the 
striped pattern (asixfold twin), further twinned, by means ceiling of a XXVIth dynasty omb in Thebes (El Assasif). 
of a dichroic twofold axis. Diagonal rows with turquoise background and yellow 
stars (A) alternate with rows with red background and 
turquoise tars (B). Stippled lines indicate win reflection 
planes which, when periodically applied, lead to the de- 
sign in Fig. 48. Reproduced from [33], color scheme 
from [22]. 
to the striking designs by Hinterreiter (Figs. 45 and 46). To a lesser extent it is also used by 
other modern artists. The most extensive collection of Hinterreiter's twinned designs is in the 
book by Albrecht & Koella[40]. Hinterreiter usually resorted to the procedure which is common 
in crystals: the high-symmetry structure (or pattern) is deformed to lower symmetry and then 
multiply twinned to restore the original higher symmetry, although only as a point-group 
symmetry. The planes of twin symmetry (twin planes) are mostly glide-reflection planes (as 
already shown in the brick design) or sometimes mirror-reflection planes; twinning around 
rotation axes of twin symmetry (twin axes) is also possible (Fig. 46). The composition planes, 
on which the two parts of the pattern meet, may be identical with, or distinct from, the twin 
planes. Adding of black-and-white (= anti-) symmetry to the twin operations adds to the 
expressivity of the design (Fig. 46). 
If new twin planes are densely spaced in the unit mesh of the pattern, new patterns will 
be obtained (Figs. 47 and 48) similar to the situation in nature (Makovicky[41]). Should you 
consider this approach purely academic, consult Mucha et al. (1900, reprinted as [42]) where 
such a procedure is directly recommended for the creation of new designs. 
Pseudosymmetry 
If the crystals have certain symmetry but their geometry (lattice, often even the structure) 
is only slightly deformed when compared to that of higher symmetry, they are often called 
pseudosymmetric, e.g. orthorhombic-pseudohexagonal. The same holds for a great number of 
man-made patterns: those with lower (=oblique) symmetries are mostly pseudosymmetric, 
pseudorectangular or pseudosquare (-tetragonal), and less frequently pseudohexagonal; i.e. their 
mesh has a geometry more regular than required by the symmetry of the pattern. Reasons are 
obviously the dictate of the material (weaving, basketry, masonry), of space (in architecture) 
and of straightforward and easy geometric construction (woodcarving, mosaics). These reasons 
are probably often joined by artistic canons, usage patterns and subconscious imprinting. Ex- 
amples are taken from Hinterreiter[7] (Figs. 49 and 50). 
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Fig. 48. A painted geometric pattern " 
from the ceiling of a tomb in Thebes 
(Abd el Qurneh) (XVIIlth-XXIlnd Fig. 49. A pseudohexagonal orthorhombic pattern constructed with the use 
dynasty). It can be derived from the of hexagonal metrics. Reproduced from Hinterreiter[7]. 
pattern in Fig. 47 by twinning on unit 
mesh scale. Reproduced from [33]. 
Noncommensurability 
Noncommensurability occurs in all ages of the world of band ornaments. The periodicity 
of one band often is different from that of the other, adjacent band, without disturbing the eye 
of the beholder. Examples come from Greek pottery, hand-woven carpets and architectural 
friezes. In a number of cases the two bands or patterns can be semicommensurate, with the 
periodicities tied to each other in a simple, low ratio of 1 : 2, 1 : 3, 2: 3, etc. 
Order-disorder phenomena 
If the local adjacency (neighborhood) conditions between one motif element and the adjacent 
element fail to unambiguously determine the position of the third consecutive ( tc.) element in 
respect o the first one, a (potentially) disordered pattern results instead of a strictly ordered 
one. This can happen when the pattern can be divided into stripes with two equivalent positions 
of stripe No. 2 in respect to the previous tripe (Fig. 51) or when it can be divided into finite 
blocks with similar multiple possibilities. Figure 51 shows two of the fully maximally ordered 
patterns obtained in this situation; a number of more complicated or completely disordered 
patterns (sequences) are infinite. Faults of this kind exist in real ornaments. 
pgrn 
Fig. 51. An Arabic pattern with 14-fold rosettes as cen- 
Fig. 50. A monoclinic pattern constructed on a square ters of local high symmetry. Ambiguity in the position 
mesh. Reproduced from Hinterreiter[7]. of consecutive vertical ayers results in two maximally 
ordered patterns, pgm and cmm. From [43]. 
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Occupational disorder 
A different type of disorder is the occupational disorder in which the same positions of a 
periodic pattern are occupied by different elements or colors. Early Mondrian, Klee and Vasarely 
works often utilize this principle, based on a rectangular net. Op Art pictures of this type 
(Barrett[35]) are almost identical with the computer models of scientists tudying such phe- 
nomena in crystals. 
Local high symmetry 
The above positional disorder is caused by local symmetry higher than that of the appropriate 
site in the plane group inquestion. The preference for the high-symmetry elements (from regular 
triangles and squares to the manyfold stars of Islamic ornaments) represents he embedding of 
such elements into an environment with much lower symmetry. The elements attached to their 
adjacent vertices are different and may eventually lead to order-disorder phenomena. 
Dichotomy/branching 
Dichotomy/branching is rarely observed in the world of crystals (dendrites) but it represents 
the main principle in the world of higher plants, combined with similarity. It is a frequent 
biological analogue of translation. Its possibilities were not extensively used in art, perhaps 
because of the inevitable cluttering or excessive diminution of elements after merely a small 
number of steps. A two-dimensional design built on a combination ofdichotomy with similarity 
(plus twinning of the overall pattern) was created by Escher in his Square Limit (1964) and 
corresponding computer graphics by Kolomyjec (Franke[37]). Two patterns of this category 
created by the present author are in Figs. 52(a) and (b). Kolomyjec and Schott attempted to 
use artistically two- to fourfold branching in linear patterns (Franke[37]). 
Modulation 
Modulation is a new way of describing more-or-less continuous long-range variations/ 
changes in crystal structures, or in patterns, which proceed as a wave in one direction. These 
changes may be geometrical in nature (transversal or longitudinal modulations) or "composi- 
tional" (changes of shape, size, color or other properties of topological discs). Geometric 
modulation, e.g. the sinusoidal one, has been used by Hinterreiter and a number of Op artists 
(Hinterreiter[7,18]; Barrett[35]). The striped color patterns of many cultures, especially including 
those from Moorish Alhambra, not readily describable as color groups, can be understood as 
color-modulated monochroic or dichroic designs. In the latter case, it is the black component 
that is color modulated. Color modulations (or gradations) were frequently used by Vasarely. 
Fig. 52. (a), (b) Two patterns based on dichotomy combined with similarity. The right-hand esign, with antisimilarity, 
can be twinned by means of a sixfold rotation axis. 
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Hierarchy and superposition/ overlay of symmetries 
These categories may have just a few counterparts in nature. In order to avoid monotony, 
artists or artisans often combine quite opposite types of symmetries, e.g. those based on reflection 
and those with rotation or glide-reflection components only. They organize them into a hierarchy 
which develops from local (often point-group) symmetries through fragments of band or plane 
patterns toward the general layout of the entire design. The "carpet pages" of Irish religious 
manuscripts or Oriental hand-woven carpets present ample examples for this hierarchy, as do 
Baroque and Rococo interiors. 
The most important hierarchy of symmetries occurs during the creative work of the artisan 
or artist. Most often the first stage is a linear design with uncolored high symmetry. This will 
often be reduced when the boundaries are worked out into an interlacing pattern, as in Arabic 
or Celtic designs. Finally, one of the possible black-and-white orcolored symmetries i selected 
from the ones possible in the given case. 
Superposition of symmetries (Shubnikov and Koptsik[1]) represents a very expressive 
artistic tool, especially in modem art. One widely used method in some schools is the dissym- 
metrization by addition of a small asymmetric element(s) into the otherwise perfectly symmetrical 
design. Among the masters of this method belonged New Zealand Maoris (Donnay & Donnay[5]) 
and the artists of the Art Novean period (e.g. Mucha et al.[42]). Not so "destructive" in terms 
of symmetry are the symmetry-reducing elements such as bands, fields, flowers, etc., introduced 
into highly symmetrical designs in ancient Egypt and elsewhere. They lead to lower symmetries 
with pseudosymmetry of a higher system (often tetragonal or hexagonal). 
Another type of superposition of symmetries i typified by Vasarely's pictures from the 
1960s. A highly symmetrical plane pattern (usually a square grid or a pattern of parallel ines) 
is transferred onto an object with a point-group symmetry or, alternatively, "convoluted" with 
a nonperiodic function (an array of geometric shapes) of a certain kind. Vasarely maps plane 
patterns even onto animal figures, Pierrots and ladies, and "wraps" them around the axonometric 
projections of three-dimensional geometric bodies. Yet another sort of superposition of sym- 
metries is the above-mentioned mapping of congruent patterns onto most variegated types of 
nets by Hinterreiter. 
Antiphase boundaries 
Antiphase boundaries i probably the best name for the method very often used by modem 
artists working in black-and-white (i.e. "opposite-phase") designs; they represent planes of 
often irregular shape and not coincident with the mirror or glide-reflection planes of symmetry 
of the pattern (motif) on which the color of stripes or blocks is changed to its opposite (Fig. 
8). In this way, a very expressive pattern can be achieved without introducing additional 
symmetry. In multicolored patterns imilar out.of-phase boundaries can exist which displace 
colors of stripes (blocks) within the existing geometric pattern. 
Enhancement of symmetry 
Enhancement of symmetry, as the opposite of dissymmetrization, heightens the symmetry 
of the design. In this process an artist or artisan will consciously heighten the symmetry of an 
object in which certain elements uggest such a possibility. Often it is a human figure in which 
the body and the limbs are schematized into a symmetric arrangement, the problem of the head 
being treated in different ways. Numerous examples come from Papua-New Guinea and the 
Melanesian region. Another example, undoubtedly with a narrative behind it, comes from New 
Zealand (Fig. 53). The above tropical regions abound with the examples of symmetry enhance- 
ment of schematized faces, with the horizontal pseudo-mirror plane through the eyes (Fig. 21). 
Although symbolism undoubtedly plays a role, enhancement of symmetry is evident. Enhance- 
ment of symmetry and periodicity of inscriptions and texts was a clear driving force in Islamic 
calligraphy (Fig. 54) and in the development of Gothic script. 
EPILOGUE 
In the present paper I have attempted to make you acquainted with the more complicated 
categories of symmetry as applied to the visual arts. Furthermore, I have tried to stress some 
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Fig. 54. An Islamic inscription from the Bu-lnaniyyah madrasa m 
Fig. 53. A Maori woodcarving with a dou- Meknrs, Morocco (1358). Enhancement of apparent symmetry and 
ble-headed figure as an example of the en- periodicity b means of letter spacing and floral scrolls. 
hancement of symmetry. Courtesy The Chi- 
cago Museum of Natural History. 
general observat ions on the topic of  symmetrology in the arts and to br ing factual observat ions 
in this f ield which I have accumulated over a number  of years. None of the topics g iven here 
can be considered complete;  the paper was quickly assuming the proport ions of a book and had 
to be cut off  at many points. However,  if I have succeeded in stirring your interest in this 
subject and in reveal ing its inherent beauty, it has fulfi l led its purpose. 
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